Glamourpuss: The Enchanting World of Kitty Wigs by Julie Jackson

According to cuteoverload.com, we have officially reached totally new levels of redonkulessness. The Kitty Wig craze sprung from the feverish imagination of Julie Jackson and her purring partner in crime has swept the globe. Glamourpuss presents 60 stylish portraits showcasing furry models in the most fetching custom-made cat wigs ever created. The chic felines in this delightfully odd book answer the age-old question: what on earth do cats do all day? Make no bones about it these utterly fashionable minxes are the hottest pet trend since cats in hats!

Features:
* ISBN13: 9780811867047
* Condition: NEW
* Notes: Brand New from Publisher. No Remainder Mark.
* Click here to view our Condition Guide and Shipping Prices

Personal Review: Glamourpuss: The Enchanting World of Kitty Wigs by Julie Jackson
The title says it all - Glamourpuss: The Enchanting World of Kitty Wigs. I gave this to a friend of my dear departed parents who has mostly everything she needs.

She hadn't seen the Christmas reviews of this book; this was a total and charming surprise. Of course I had to preview it myself for quality control -
SO darn cute and creative. Of course the age-old question is "how did they get the cats to sit still?"

And, emote at the same time - the languorous expressions of the feline will turn even the hardest heart around.
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